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ROTUNDA
LONGWOOD COLLEGE

FARMVILLE. VA

FEBRUARY 26. 1992

Cops On Campus:
What Are Their
Qualifications?

A University of Virginia police officer arrests a student during a
March 1991 drug raid at three fraternity houses.

The arrest of a
University of Toledo
police officer
for murder causes
concern about the
qualifications of
campus cops.

forcement Administrators and
By AMY REYNOLDS
chief of the University of Washand
ington Police Department, the
BRAD OWEN
For college administrators, for credentials of campus police
competent campus police of- vary from state to state.
Serra says most states
ficers, for students and their
parents, the University of Toledo require basic police academy
story Is perhaps the ultimate training for all officers — stale,
city, federal and campus. But.
tale of horror.
On January 27. University of he says many two-year colleges
Toledo police found the body of and private colleges are not
Melissa Anne Herstrum. a 19- bound to the same guidelines.
"There are both commisyear-old nursing student, face
sioned
and noncommissioned
down In the snow, shot 14
times. On Feb. 1. police arrested officers,"' Serra says. "A lot of
a university police officer for the schools use private security
guards because they can't afford
murder.
As police continued to release a regular police department. In
the details of the killing, more most of the (private security)
allegations against Officer Jef- cases, they have no academy
training."
frey Hodge. 22. have surfaced.
According to James A.
Although Hodge has been
Huskey,
chief of the Longwood
charged only with aggravated
murder, police suspect the offi- Police Department, campus officer In a plethora of crimes on cers are required to attend at
campus — three death threats least 12 weeks of basic police
made to female students over school, be 21 years of age or
the telephone; two bomb threats: older, and pass a rigorous daynine arsons over the 1991 Labor long physical.
Huskey states that Longwood
Day weekend; and a Jan. 20
"approximately
shooting spree In which six budgeted
$300,000"
for
campus police
shots were fired from a 9mm
services In the current fiscal
pistol Into a women's dormitory,
barely missing a sleeping year.
There also Is the question of
student.
whether campus officers should
While the Toledo case Is uncarry guns at all.
common, it has raised a basic
"We should be less like the
question of trust — how much
traditional police department
students should have in the poand more like community delice officers who are hired to
partments In terms of our reprotect them.
sponse." said Tom Evans, public
According to Roger Serra.
safety director at Drew Univerpresident of the International
sity In New Jersey.
Association of Campus Law EnWe're still serving as a police
organization, but we do It without sworn authority, without
weapons. I think It's very effective... we're Interacting with the
students so they see us as part
of the community, not someone
who's Judging them."
"On a regular basis we get
calls to assist Farmvtlle police In
cases Involving shots fired,"
Add/Drop fee be eliminated, and
Huskey says. All Longwood offiany cost for the provisions of cers are certified to carry handthis vital academic service be
guns, and some officers shotadded to or absorbed by general
guns. Huskey feels that the need
tuition budget and fees."
for firearms usually occurs when
This motion has since been
responding to calls Involving
sent to President Dorrlll. SGA
nonstudents on campus or
hopes that II will become effecassisting other local police off
tive for the Fall 1992 semester.

Concerns Raised
Over Fees
By LYNN GIANNI
Staff Reporter
Add/Drop fees have created
quite a stir on Ixmgwood's campus since their installment In
the Spring of 1991. The Student
Government Association has
been dedicated to having these
fees repealed since their origination.
On February 13. the SGA Invited Dr. Donald Stuart. Academic Affairs VI», to attend their
meeting to hear concerns of the
SGA and students on the matter
of Add/Drop fees. The general
tone of the crowd was that the
fees were not welcome at Longwood. SGA members wore buttons that read "No more
Add/Drop fees." and stressed
their concerns about the fees.
In speaking with Jason
Walker. SGA Corresponding
Secretary, he stated. "SGA
wanted to prove that students
were not Just adding and dropping classes for any reason,
there were other factors such .is
the advising process Itself."
In presenting the admlnlstra
tlon's case. Stuart explained
that the Add/Drop fees are "user
fees" and they were initiated on
the basis of two facts. That the
number of people using the
Add/Drop
system
had
Increased, therefore there was a
need to Increase the help In the
registrar's ofTlce.
Stuart also felt that students
give the advising process little
concern, and that Add/Drop fees
might encourage more careful
registration on the part of the
students.
Stuart explained that I
fees are everywhere In the world

after graduation, and that students should become more
aware of their existence.
The money collected over the
past three semesters has gone
Into the general fund toward the
appropriated budget. The
amount of Add/Drop forms processed Is as follows. For the
Spring of 1991. 780 students
paid Add/Drop forms, and approximately 300 had fee waived
forms. For the Fall semester of
1991. 1.174 paid Add/Drop
forms, and approximately 159
had fee-waived forms. This
semester. 789, said Add/Drop
forms and approximately 105
had fee-waived forms processed.
This amounts to the collection of
approximately $27,430 from
students using the system.
The obvious Increase In
Add/Drops disproves the hope
of the administration that the
$10 fee would decrease their
use.
One of the main arguments
for supporters of Add/Drop fees
was the issue of who should pay
for the additional registration
time spent on the part of some
students. There could remain a
fee so that only those that use
the process would have to pay.
or the fee could be dropped and
the loss In funds to the school's
budget would be reflected In
each student's tuition.
After a lenghthy discussion
SGA members with support of
those students In attendance
reached a decision. A motion
was passed that reads: "Because
of the enormous and strongly
uve feelings studcnls h.ivr
about this user charge. SGA
hereby resolves that the

In examining this Issue SGA
members
and
students
discussed many options, and
several questions were raised,
one of these being on the
advising process Itself. In
hearing the concerns of the
students It became clear that
the problem may lie In the
advising process at Longwood.
Corresponding Secretary Jason Walker suggested that per
haps advisors were not doing all
they could do to help students
make the correct choices In
classes, and that something
needs to be done to correct this.
Walker Is now in the process
of starting a group called the
"Advisor Evaluation Committee.'
This group will utilize funds to
send out a survey to all Longwood students on the advising
process and their advisor. After
the surveys are complete and
returned, results would then be
published.
Walker explained This com
mlttee Is not out to condemn
poor advisors. It's purpose Is
rather to educate and help them
become better at advising students."
If the surveys are effective,
students will be able to view the
results, and determine how to
better work with their advisor.

campus.
The lack of training and loy
alty. however, has no Impact on
whether or not security guards
can cany guns, Serra says.
That's been a major problem
at some schools'" Serra said.
For officers at the private and
two-year colleges, we need to
have some sort of training for
them."
Still, the problems aren't
Isolated to private security.
Hodge, a member of a university
police department, was a graduate of the police academy as well
as a graduate of the University
of Toledo.
In the Herstrum case, police
say the Toledo student stopped
at an accident scene about 4
a.m. to offer help. According to
police. Herstrum did not know
Hodge prior to the accident.
Hodge was one of several officers
who found Herstrum's body after
an anonymous person — whom
police believe to be Hodge —
called a local cab company and
said he saw a taxi driver robbed
at gunpoint In a campus parking
garage.
The cab dispatcher called police, who didn't find the taxi but
did find Herstrum's body In the
area, near the Engineering
Technology Laboratory Center at
the University of Toledo's Scott
Park campus.

rity officers. The offices said they
believed Hawelka and her
attacker were engaged In a play
ful sexual romp.
In Jury. 1990. Hunter College
student Stuart Wleser. 20, was
stabbed and seriously Injured by
a dormitory security guard after
reportedly Instigating a petition
drive to oust the guard.
Residents of the dorm complained that numerous Incidents
of sexual assault and abuse as
well as thefts had occurred while
the guard was on duty. They
also told university officials that
the guard assaulted two other
students In separate Incidents
two weeks before he stabbed
Wleser.
In November. 1990. a Gallaudet University student died at
the hands of campus security
after they tried to stop an argument between the student and a
professor about a grade.
Carl Dupree. a deaf student,
refused to leave, so the officers
handcuffed him. A struggle ensued during which Dupree collapsed and died of asphyxiation.
The Incident prompted stu
dents at Gallaudet. a university
with a student population that Is
predominantly deaf or hearing
Impaired, to call for special sensitivity training of officers, especially proficiency In sign language. Many claimed that
Herstrum's parents released a Dupree's Inability to communicate with the officers when he
statement following Hodge's ar
rest asking students to keep was handcuffed contributed to
their confidence In university his death.
A similar cry for sensitivity
police. They "do not want to
suggest that the University of training for campus police was
Toledo police department Is In- heard Just a few months earlier
competent In any way." a family at the State University of New
spokesman. Rev. David Bell, York at New Paltz. In Jury. 1990.
police mistakenly handcuffed a
said In a prepared statement.
"They are especially con- man who was having a diabetic
cerned that college students at Insulin reaction to a wall for
the university continue to rely more than an hour.
Campus police said they
on their police department for
thought the student. James
protection and assistance."
Campus police administrators Foster. 33. was on drugs. They
say that's the right message to also told the press that his long
send, since the Toledo case was hair and beard Influenced their
unusual. Still, other Incidents Judgment
According to Chief Huskey
have occurred.
there
have been no Incidents of
In 1986. Katherlne Hawelka.
a 19-year-old Clarkson Univer- this type at Longwood.
sity student, was raped and
killed In view of university secu-

Faculty And
Administrator
Salaries Discussed
By DIN A M. DAWSON
Staff Reporter
To dream about what one
wishes to do for a living Is a nat
ural thing and deciding on an
occupation Inevitably leads to
the question of "how much
money will I eam7'
The figures recently released
by the American Association of
University Professors that during 1991-92 all faculty members
here at Longwood make at least
$24,510 per year, with the high
est paid faculty members ret civ
Ing $65,687 per year and the
average salary being around
$39,899 per year.
The salary a particularly faculty member receives Is based
on several factors, the first being
whether the Individual Is a professor, associate professor, assistant professor, or lnstiu
Individuals with a master's
degree teaching on the collegiate

level are known as Instructors.
Longwood Instructors have a
starting salary of $24,510 per
year, while the average salary for
an Instructor at Longwood Is
$27,967 per year. There are
some Instructors here that earn
up to $42.157 per year.
Faculty members with a PhD
earn the titles of assistant professor, associate professor, or
professor based on length of
time In the profession, degrees
earned, service, research and/or
publications, and excellent
teaching. The three different
categories of professorship each
have a different starting salary
and higher average salaries as
well.
Assistant professors have the
same starting salary as Instructors. $24,510 per year,
with a higher average salary at
$31,286 per year, while some
earn up to $49,029 per year.

Associate professors start out
with a salary or $31,873 per
year, while the average salary for
associate professors here at
Longwood Is $40, 428 per year.
The most any associate profes
soi makes here at Longwood Is
$61,464 per year.
The last category, professors,
start out at $41,824 per year.
The highest paid professors here
at Longwood earn $65,687 per
year, while I he average salary for
professors Is $47,826 per year.
Longwood also offers a bonus
(Continued on page 4)
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EDITORIAL
How active a role should students take on campus? Do
students attend college merely for the classes and social
life?
Should the greatest decision a student makes be which
fraternity to pledge or whether to major In English or
History? Or should students instead learn to become
adults, a process which Involves more than learning facts
and having fun.
Students must take control of the events that surround them.
A major way in which the skills necessary for leading a
successful life after college arc acquired Is by becoming
active In the governmental process on campus. Through
interaction with administration, staff, and other students
outside of the classroom, leadership, diplomacy, and critical thinking can be gained.
Also, perhaps even more Important, a student can discover that he or she Is no longer under the control of a
parent or guardian. Instead, the student makes the important decisions of life and creates his or her own fate.
There are literally hundreds of committees on campus
in which students take a voting role.
Unfortunately, this premise is not supported by everyone at Longwood College. On other campuses, student
organizations similar to our Student Government Association are forces to be reckoned with. SGA representatives
play a major role in almost every decision made on some
campuses, including such vital issues as the hiring of
faculty and the planning of course offerings.
In what light are the students of Longwood College
considered?
There are many areas In which the student voice
should be heard. One such area Is in the hiring of new
faculty. Of all the departments we were able to contact,
only the History department made the student representative a voting member. While many departments
Included a student as a non-voting representative, some,
like the Psychology Department, didn't even do that
much.
The group that Is most affected by the choice of faculty
members is the student body! How then Is it that students are not given a vote in choosing new faculty members for all departments?
This attitude is also held by some in the administration. For example, the SGA representative to the College
Council is not only nonvoting, but also Is not allowed to
sit with other representatives to the council.
SGA must spearhead a movement to increase student
Influence on college procedure and policy. Without the
support of our student government, all attempts to gain a
more vital role for students shall be for naught.
How much longer will the students of Longwood College stand for being virtually voiceless members of the
Longwood community? Deigning to allow student representation on committees is not enough. Students must be
given equal (and therefore voting) stature on all committees that affect the student welfare.
SGA Is not an advisory body. The Student Government
Association Is a governmental body which needs to be
taken seriously by the administration, as we have already
mentioned. However, it Is only when commitment to SGA
is shown by students can SGA be taken seriously.
ERINMcCAY
Associate Editor

Letters To The Editor
Editor. The Rotunda.
I am writing concerning the
article "SGA Anticipates Produc
tlve Year". It states that the
forcing of a decision by the
college to remove the window
blocks in Curry dorm, was due
almost solely to (Jason) Walker's
tireless energy.'" I would like to
comment that Fra/er Hall
Council also did work so that
the new windows being installed
In Frazer are being installed
without the window blocks.
Their was a petition gathered
by Renee Dubosky. Wendy
Stone. Sonja Bethea. Nora
Lamb, and Mary Beth Joplin.
This petition contained over 250
signatures of Frazer residents.
Although this petition was never
actually presented to college
administrators. I did mention It
to Sue Saunders at a Residence
Life Work Group meeting last
semester.
Being president of Frazer Hall
Council. I felt that I should ad
dress this Issue. I did bring It up
at a Residence Life Work Group
meeting. The issue was
discussed and that is when I
mentioned the petition. I was
informed at that meeting that
SGA had developed a subcommittee to deal with the Issue.
Frazer Hall Council did express their concerns about this
Issue and I feel that that should
be noted. Although the petition
was never actually used. I would

like to thank these Frazer residents for their time and effort.
Anthony Ferrara. Jr.
President
Frazer Hall Council
Editor. The Rotunda.
As many of you may already
know. March Is Music In Our
Schools Month. This Is an annual national observance and
the theme this year is "Make
Music. America!" Music Educators National Conference has
been a long time supporter of
Music In Our Schools Month
and is responsible for producing
special promotional materials,
coordinating projects, and communicating ideas to support
state and local MIOSM celebra
tions.
The Longwood College chapter of MENC Is sponsoring several events in support of
MIOSM. The first is the World's
Largest Concert on March 5 at 1
p.m. scheduled for viewing in
the longwood Library. The next
event is a presentation by
Loeulla Prutsman. the Southeastern music consultant for
Macmillan/McGraw-Hlll. This
takes place on March 24 at 7
p.m. in Wygal Building. Long
wood College. Room 105. Our
group Is also working on an
American Musicale. In cooperation with Phi Mu Alpha and
Sigma Alpha Iota, to be presented on March 28 In the Wygal
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Auditorium (the time has yet to
be decided). Everyone Is invited
to participate it] and attend any
of the above events.
We encourage the community
of Farmvllle. Including the
Longwood College campus, and
the outlying areas to emphasize
the value of music education.
Music contributes to young people's development through
heightened skills In listening,
reading, self-expression, and
creativity. All of the arts enhance
the morale and quality of the
education of our children. Music
Is a dominant force in American
life and culture, and enables
citizens to communicate with
one another. Furthermore, it
connects us to our history,
traditions, and our heritage.
Throughout March and the
rest of the year, we would like
for you to attend musical events
In our area, talk to a present or
future music teacher or observe
a class to see what is happening
In our music programs.
Remember that music affects all
of us In our creative
development, self discipline,
critical thinking, cooperation,
coordination.
and
self
expression. Music Does Make
the Difference! And don't
forget... Make Music. America!
Jana D. Davis
lYesldent. Longwood
chapter of MENC
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BRADLEY OWEN
Executive Editor
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NEWSBRIEF
Stabbed To Death
BERKELEY. Calif. (CPS)
University of California at
Berkeley police have no leads in
the slaying of a young woman
whose body was found In a stu
dent government office,
A Janitor discovered the body
of Berkley student Grace Rualo
Asuncion. 20. In the fifth OoM
Filipino American Alliance office
In Eshleman Hall. Police said
they believe Asuncion was
stabbed several times In the
neck with a pair of scissors, a
letter opener or a knife - they
say they have not yet recovered
the weapon.
The woman's acquaintances
told police she attended a meet
Ing of the Filipino Amerh.HI
Alliance at 5 p.m. on Feb. 7.
Other members left after the
meeting . but Asuncion stayed In

Snowball Fight Turns
Aggressive
MOSCOW. Idaho (CPS) - Two
University of Idaho students
were arrested after a five hour
free for all degenerated Into "the
worst snowball fight In s<
years, police said.
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president for Student Affairs,
decided to nix the resolution approved by the Student Government Association In October
Do you want to save your
1991.
floor for the 1992-93
"This has nothing to do with
academic year?
being prudish or backward."
LaLance told the student news
paper. Sidelines.
See your Hall Council President,
"It was not a disagreement In Resident Assistant, or Residence
subject, but In method to serve
Education Coordinator.
the students on health-related
Issues with health services." he
Schedule fcr Saved Floor Process
said. "There Is an approporiate
Sonrg 1992
place providing for this need."
Comoieted •'■
'..rned
The resolution stated that
;e by 5.00
p.m. NO exemptions.
condom machines would provide
protection from unwanted preg
•'3
Ha
tat ana floors make
nancy and sexually transmitted
presentatic
diseases.
Residence Hall Association meets to
"We're going to try to put It Maren 23
through again." said Toby Gllley.
Sa.
speaker of the SGA Senate.
"With AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases. I don't see
how any measure could be
enough."

U5A
the office alone. Police say a Janitor found her body at 9:20 p.m.
Police have Increased security
In the building and say they will
review campus security mea
sures.
"It scares me that this crime
was so random. I fear for my
safety. No one's safe." an
unidentified student who works
In Kshleman Hall told the
campus newspaper. The Dally
iciltfomlan.
The Filipino-American Alliance Is part of the school's stu
dent government office.

1920
Founding Editor
Helen Skillman
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BUaH MEETS TREE

Student
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Police officers were called In
to break up the melee, which Included attacks on two school officials - James Bauer, director of
housing, and Bruce Pitman,
dean of Student Advisory Services - who were bombarded
with snowballs and thrown to
the ground when they tried to
Intervene.
"After the fight, we found
snowballs with batteries and
rocks inside of them, and there
was a lot of serious aggression."
Moscow Police Chief Dave
Cameron said.
The school newspaper. The
Argonaut, reported that the snow
began flying about 9 p.m. Jan.
22 on Greek Row. when a few
fraternities apparently began
pelting other houses with
snowballs and rallying more
people to Join. Within an hour,
scores of people were Involved.
Then the mob made Its way to

the university dormitories and
confronted resident hall advisers
and the two school officials,
police said.
'There were a few moments
early on when the attitudes of
the participants were very meanspirited." Cameron said.
Two students - Bradley
Selvig. 20. and George
Yarbrough. 26 - were arrested
and charged with unlawful assembly to disturb the peace.

University

Rejects

Condom Machines
MURFREESBORO. Tenn.
(CPS) - Middle Tennessee State
University administrators have
rejected a student government
resolution to install condom
machines In every campus residence hall.
Dr. Robert C. LaLance. vice

The Rotunda February 26.1992
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Taking A Dive: Students
Seek Thrill Sports
By AMY REYNOLDS
(CPS) — Whatever happened
to golf?
These days, college students
are taking a walk on the wild
side, trading their tennis rackets
for bungee cords, their golf dubs
for parachutes.
And a new area of research
shows that these young adven
turers aren't your run-of-themill sports enthusiasts, either.
it's called sensation-seeking,
says Warren Hopkins, a
psychology professor at (he Uni
versity of Richmond, it's the Inclination of some people to seek
oul thrills and adventures to
avoid boredom. ...It's a person
ality trait. Some people can sit
and sll and sit. Some people

Bungee-mama strikes. You gotta wonder — students are spending
beer money to jump off perfectly solid structures with cords
attached to their ankles.

Roxbury Players
Present Concert
Dr. Paul Hessellnk. harpsichordist, and Thomas Williams,
baritone, will Join the Roxbury
Chamber Players to present a
concert on Tuesday evening.
March 3. at 8 o'clock In Wygal
Recital Hall. Longwood College.
The concert Is part of Long
wood's Chamber Music Series
and Is open to the public free of
charge.
The program features works
by three giants of the Baroque
Period (1600 1750). First on the
program is Handel's Trio Sonata
tn C Minor, Op. 2. No. 1. Handel
wrote nine sonatas called trios,
but these works actually require
four performers — two treble
parts, the "contlnuo" of the bass
line, and keyboard.
Thomas Williams Is the vocalist for Kanarienvogel Kantate
(The Canary Cantata) by Telemann. Written about 1737. the
work Is a tragl-comedy on the
killing of a canary by a cat.
Concluding the program will
be J. S. Bach's Brandenburg
Concerto No. 5. It Is one of the
six great concertos written during Bach's "happy years" (17171723) when he was Kapellmeister (chapel master) of Prince
Leopold of Anhalt Cothen. The
work Is a "concerto by groups" In
which the strings (violin, viola,
and cello) engage In conversation with a solo violin, flute, and

harpsichord. The Interweaving of
soloists and strings results In a
sonorous texture of great
beauty.
Members of the Roxbury
Players are: Helen Coulson. violin; Natalie Jankowskl-Tralner.
violin; Maura Eileen Rifle, viola;
William
Comlta. cello; and
Patricia Werrell. flute.
The ensemble has had a
summer residency In Delaware
County. New York each year
since Its founding In 1982. They
perform masterpieces from the
past but also feature works by
living American composers, Including 10 new works which
they commissioned and premiered.
Williams has been a member
of Longwood's music faculty
since 1978. He has performed
with the Richmond Symphony.
Southwest Virginia Opera, and
James River Chamber Opera,
and In numerous recitals, oratorios, and musical theatre productions.
Hessellnk came to Longwood
In 1966 and is presently chair of
the Department of Music. He Is
well-known throughout Virginia
and beyond as an organist and
harpsichordist. He was guest
harpsichordist with the Roxbury
Players during the summer residencies in 1984 and 1985.

KA Hosts
Walk-A-Thon

By KATHY DIMARINO
Staff Reporter
Philanthropy is a group or
organization to which sororities
and fraternities give their support through donations of time
and money. March 8. 1992.
notes an Important day for the
Kappa Delta philanthropy. On
this day the Kappa Deltas will be
hosting a walk-a-thon In honor
of the National Prevention of
Child Abuse and the Patrick
Henry Boys Plantation. This
"plantation" Is a home designed
for underprivileged and
homeless boys from ages of 5 to
17.
The walk will begin at 2:30
p.m. and will consist of a five
mile route throughout the Farmvllle area. Beginning In front of
the Student Union and continuing up to Wal-Mart and back
throughout the neighborhoods,
the Kappa Deltas are expecting
for a large turn-out.
There will be an entry fee of
two dollars per person which will
go directly to these philanthropies as well as to door prizes
for the participants of the walk.
Twenty percent of these pro-

ceeds will go to the National
Prevention of Child Abuse, while
the other 80 percent will go to
the Patrick Henry Boys
Plantation, the Kappa Delta's local philanthropy located In
Brookneal.
The walk-a-thon Is part of the
annual Shamrock Project of the
Kappa Deltas and Is a mandatory event for the sorority
nationwide. This project is a one
day event In which Kappa Deltas
across the country participate In
a variety of fund-raisers which
are donated to both local and
national philanthropies of each
chapter. March 14 Is this year's
designated fund-raising day, but
Longwood's chapter chose
March 8 because spring break
begins after classes on March
13.
Last year the sorority donated
over $600 to the boys home from
doughnut sale proceeds.
Participation In the walk-athon Is open to anyone who
wishes to do so. There will be
Information booths as well as a
sign-up sheet In the New
Smoker next week.

bungee cords to their ankles and
Jumped off the Golden Gate
Bridge In tuxedoes and top hats
after reading about the native
land Jumpers.
In 1987. John and Peter
Kockelman of Palo Alto, Calif.,
helped spread the craze by
jumping off bridges and river
gorges In the Sierras. In 1988.
they formed Bungee Adventures,
one of the first legal bungee
Jumping locations In the
country.
A controversial sneaker ad
vertisement in the 1990s that
showed two men bungee
jumping from a bridge — one of
whom dangled safely from the
cord in his Reeboks. the other
who presumably tumbled to his
cant."
The most popular of the ad
death after slipping out of his
venture sports Is also the newest alternative brand sneakers —
— bungee Jumping. What began brought the cra/e to national
as an age old ritual practiced by attention.
natives of Pentecost Island in the
"Right now, all of America is
South Pacific has emerged as being introduced to the sport."
the ultimate thrill sport of the says Jesse Webb, marketing director for Go Bungee, Inc.. a li1990s.
in a split second. I felt mortal
censed bungee Jumping site In
terror and. I thought, i m going Orlando. Fla.
to hit the ground and die."
And although the appeal ol
Modesto Junior College reporter the sport to most is the psycho
Sheila Hehner wrote In a firstlogical thrill of facing death and
person story about her bungee surviving, those who work
experience off a bridge, i looked within the Industry say that's a
Into the face of death and lived
misconception.
to tell about it."
if you're Jumping at a liThat seems to be a popular censed site, you're safe." Webb
sentiment. The first Jumpers In
says. Go Bungee, Inc. has taken
the South Pacific Jumped to
precautions to make sure no ac
show the courage to face death.
cldents occur, he says, including
Every spring, villagers collected
the use of a "stunt pillow." basl
vines, wove them together and
cally a large alrbag underneath
tied them around the ankles of the Jumper "Just In case." the
young men who would climb maintenance and replacement of
high wooden towers and leap off.
bungee cords and use of multiIn addition to showing their
ple harnesses.
courage, successful Jumps were
it's Just as safe as walking
said to bring a plentiful yam
around." says Rob Simpson, a
harvest.
Valencia Community College
The focus of the sport
student waiting to Jump at the
changed and earned its modern
site. His friend, also a student
day roots in 1979, when'
and first time Jumper, agreed,
members of Oxford University's
and explained why he would
Dangerous Sports Club attached

Waterworks Players
Provide Opportunity
By CHRISTY MOTTLEY
St»ff Reporter
Professional acting Is an unrealistic goal, believes Michelle
Hodge, although, one she would
be willing to pursue given the
right opportunity.
Michelle, a freshman English
major. Is actively Involved in
Farmvllle's local theatre group,
the Waterworks Players.
Last December Michelle happened to notice the marquee
sign denoting the auditions for
Annie. Michelle walked In, did
an Impromptu reading, and
landed the role of Warbuck's
secretary.
According to Michelle, college
has opened many acting doors,
in high school I was told that 1
couldn't act or sing and ended
up with parts In the chorus." she
commented, "but when I auditioned for Annie they asked
where and how I had learned to
sing and act. I was excited about
the opportunity."
Just recently Michelle had
her second debut with the players. This time playing as Elma
Duckworth, the naive waitress
In William Inge's romantic comedy. Bus Stop. Michelle was
given the opportunity to show
her acting ability. "I enjoyed
playing both roles but each was
very different," she stated.
"Playing a variety of roles. I feel
will give me a chance to Improve
my acting skills and show my
diversity."
With 21 credit hours this
semester. Michelle keeps busy
regardless of acting. Practices,

however time consuming, do add
a lot of work to an already
packed schedule; they are held
Sunday through Thursday from
7 to 10 p.m. for the weeks prior
to the opening performance. As
Michelle commented It does take
up a lot of time but It's a fun
experience she wouldn't want to
give up.
Performances generally run
for four nights during two consecutive weekends. Depending
on the nature of the play, several
matinee performances may be
available to give more children
the opportunity to view the play.
There's more to the acting
than Just hard work. Michelle
stated that she enjoys sitting
around and socializing with
other actors after practices as
well as at the cast party.
In addition to majoring In
English. Michelle plans to double major or minor In drama. "I
feel that If acting opportunities
don't appear, I will always have
teaching to fall back on," she
said.
Preferring roles of young
women around her own age.
Michelle hopes to land a role In
Longwood's Importance of Being
Earnest. If not, watch for
Michelle In the Waterworks
Players next production. Fiddler
on the Roof.
Longwood was also represented In Bus Stop by Brian
Howell. a freshman theatre
major and Bob Hayden. a geog
raphy and earth science professor.

Do something good.
Feel something real,

soon hurl himself 150 feet off a
crane.
"I'm Just always looking for a
different rush. It's that feeling of
being free, like a bird." Troy
Goldman says. "I'm nervous
watching these guys, but the
butterflies make it better."
Webb and others say the only
real risk In the sport Is assumed
by those who Jump Illegally off
bridges and gorges, mostly be
cause they tend to use a "shock
cord" — nylon climbing ropes
bound and covered with nylon.
Shock cords stop as far as they
stretch, so they have more
breaking potential and more po
tentlal to cause Injury because
they don't rebound as smoothly
as a bungee cord, described by
Webb as a "high tech rubber
band."
To date, only one person has
died bungee Jumping In the
United States — an Instructor
fell 70 feet during a demonstra
tlon off a hot air balloon In Oc
tober when his cord unhooked
from his harness. Other deaths
have been reported In Australia.
New Zealand and Germany as
well as France, where the sport
has slnre been banned.
Still, enthusiasts say Increased safety precautions and
licensing have made the sport
one of the safest In the
adventure category. Up-to date
comparisons and statistics
about adventure sports are
difficult to find, but according to
a 1987 Safety Council report,
hang gliding has a death ratio of
eight of 7.000. while skydiving
has a 28-to-l 15.000 ratio.
Bungee Jumping s ratio Is
believed to be much lower,
although statistics aren't readily
available.
"I'm more comfortable
(bungee Jumping) than skydlv
ing. because I know this is safe."
says 22-year-old Jumpmaster
Scott Hargls. With skydiving,
you only get two chances."'

Still, skydiving remains one ol

the highest rated adventure
sports arount for those who can
afford It.
The trend in skydiving fbi
those who can't afford the ex
pensive certification process is
tandem Jumping. Tandem
jumping Involves hooking the
Inexperienced Juniper to a pro
fesslonal Jumper With a harness
Bill Booth came up with the
Idea In 1984. The Federal AM..
tlon Association hasn't approved
the sport yet because it Violates
an important, existing rule.
According to FAA guidelines
every skydlver mnsi have two
parachutes — a main and a re
serve. For tandem Jumpers to
adhere to that rule, foul
parachutes are needed, but in
actuality only two parachutes
are used, both worn by Unprofessional. The novice s
Insurance Is the harness.
The FAA has established an
experimental testing program lm
tandem Jumping, which ba
slrally allows people to skydlve
with a pro If they sign a legal
waiver.
Other adventure sports popU
lar with college students are
outdoor wilderness adventures,
such as white-water rafting and
rock climbing.
One of the country's best
known adventure-based organl
zatlons Is Outward Bound USA
"Outward Bound programs
are based on the belief that
overcoming difficult but
surmountable
challenges
Increases a student's self esteem
and self confidence," according
to program Information, it uses
challenging outdoor activities to
teach students more about
themselves and how to realize
their potential."
Programs like Outward
Bound feature numerous actlvl
ties like canoeing, caving, rock
climbing, rappellng. mountain
climbing, white water railing.
kayaking and dog sledding.

NEED A
SUMMER JOB ...
LIKE TO WORK
WITH CHILDREN
THEN...
Consider working in a
Summer Camp.
Talk with Camp Directors from camps
throughout the east coast at longwood's

CAMP INTERVIEW DAY
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4
9:30 TO 3:00 in the GoM Room
I.ankford Student Union

PERINI'S PIZZA
•Subs

'Tacos
•Pizza

•Salads

-Pasta
Ice Cream

LIVE BAND-SAT. 29

Crossfire
Classic Rock & Roll

ABC-ON

NEWS
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ROTC Students Attend
Training Expedition In
Vermont
By JULIE TATE
Staff Reporter
ROTC members recently at
tended the Frosted Gold training
expedition from Feb. 7-9 af Norwich University In Norwich,

who look part In the three day
series of events.
Hie five Longwood and two
Hampden-Sydney ROTC students drove a college bus to
Richmond where they met up
with cadets from the University
of Richmond. The three schools
proceeded to Richmond International Airport where they
boarded a C-130 military transport aircraft to Vermont.
The group arrived at the uin
verslty at 3 p.m. on Friday
where they were issued
equipment such as snowshoes
and tents. They then moved to
the (raining area. Once In this
training area a campsite was set
up, chores began, and everyone
slept In their artlc tents.
The next morning cold
weather classes began. These
classes taught the cadets winter
terrain movement techniques.

Vermont
The following students from
Longwood and Hampden-Sydney
Colleges completed the training:
Wendy Crosby. Dave Haugh.
Shawn Lorkhart. Matl Ranson.
Sarah Raffetlo. Anderson Sale,
and MarkTuelinj;
'Ihe purpose of the expedition
w.is tO teach cold weather sin
vlval skills, leadership skills,
and to Instill confidence In each
member! own abilities.
Several school participated In
I)H (raining with origins ranging
from the northeastern United
States to the mid at Ian tic states.
I-ongwood and Hampden Sydney
were the most southern schools
In attendance. There were
approxlmalely 100 ROTC cadets

Sherrill
Dancers
To
Perform

how to build fires, and how to
set up and build shelters out of
wood and snow. The classes
started at 7:30 a.m. and ended
around 5 p.m.
After a well deserved nights
sleep in handmade Ice structures, the cadets broke camp
and returned to the Norwich
campus. Brunch was served in
the university dining hall, all
equipment was turned in. and
the cadets returned to Virginia.
Dave Haugh summed up his
experience by saying. The trip
was better than last year
because it actually snowed and
we were able to build the Ice
caves. The survival skills were
beneficial because they could
one day save my life. Hopefully. I
will never have to use them. I
did learn one thing and that is I
hate extremely cold weather. The
food was good, though."

Pictured above Is
one of tbe wood and
snow shelter* built by
the ROTC students.
Pictured on the left Is
an ROTC cadet on hi*
way to the training
site.

LC Student Diagnosed
With Meningitis
By BRADLEY OWEN
Editor
"It's been reported to the appropriate health authorities that
Longwood student has been
diagnosed with bacterial meningitis." said Dr. Sue Saunders,
Dean of Students.
"[The College) has held discussions with members of the
student's residence hall floor.
The members of the residence
hall floor have been given the
opportunity to obtain a
prescription for preventatlve
medicine from the college physician," Saunders said.

Meningitis is an inflammation
of the membranes that cover the
brain and spinal cord that usually results from Infection by a
variety of micro-organisms. The
organisms that cause meningitis
are transmitted by direct contact
including coughing, sneezing,
and exchange of body fluids. The
main symptoms are fever, nausea and vomiting, severe
headache, dislike of light, and a
stiff neck.
According to Saunders, the
college physician, health center,
and other administrators have
been through in educating those

Bloodmobile
GIVE
Set
ANOTHER CHANCE.
A bloodmobile will be held on
campus March 24 and 25.
The bloodmobile is open to all
Longwood faculty, staff and
students, as well as to anyone in
the community. It will be from
noon to 6 p.m. both days in the
Gold Room of Lankford.
The event Is sponsored by
Gelst, an honorary leadership
society, which hopes to receive a
total of 140 units of blood. The
blood Is given to the Appalachian Division of the American Red Cross, which is based
In Roanoke.
Organizers prefer that per
sons donating blood register
between March 2 and 5 from
noon to 6 p. m. In the New
Smoker, but that Is not necessary, said Susan Pendleton. a
Gelst vice president. For more
Information, call 395 3650.

GIVE BLOOD.

+

American Red Cross

Sept. 30 military coup that toppled the government of JeanBertrand Aristlde. the first popularly elected Haitian leader.
More than 15.000 Haitians have
since fled their country.
Ivle also served In Panama,
Brazil. Taiwan, Japan, the
Azores and Chad during his 31year Foreign Service career. His
son. Will. Is a Junior at Longwood.
The lecture Is sponsored
Jointly by the Sociology Club and
the International Studies
Program.

Lecture On
Haiti Set
Runs
Announced

John Ivle, a retired Foreign
Service officer who served in
Haiti until retiring last August,
will speak Feb. 27 at Longwood
on "Social Conditions In Haiti."
The lecture Is at 7 p.m. in
Bedford Auditorium.
Ivle. who lives In Fort Worth.
Texas, served In Haiti for two
years. He left shortly before the

Jury Acquits One
In Frat Drug Raid
CHARLOTTESVILLE. (CM)
A Jury has acquitted one of 12
University of Virginia students
charged with dealing drugs after
federal, state and local police
agencies raided three fraternity
houses in March 1991.
On Feb. 13 a Jury found
James A. Carter II not guilty
after his defense attorney argued
that Carter was unfairly trapped
by a paid government Informant.
The drug charges stemmed
from a March 1991. bust at
three fraternity houses — Tau
Kappa Epsllon. Delta Upsilon
and Phi Epsllon PI. The houses
were seized after the raid, the
first time that the government
has taken a fraternity house as
property connected to drug
money.
Carter's arrest came about
because he sold two bags of cocaine, each containing about 1
gram, to an undercover Char
loltesvllle police officer on Feb.
19. 1991. in his apartment

people In close contact with the
affected student.
"We're pleased that the affected student seems to be progressing well. At this point we
see no cause for alarm." said
Saunders.
According to an Associated
Press story appearing in today's
Richmond-Times Dispatch, a
Radford University freshman.
Thomas Hamlett. died Monday
at Radford Community Hospital,
of meningitis.
Longwood officials stated that
no other cases of the disease
havebeenreported^^^^^^^^

During Carter's trial. Carter's
attorney said that the 20-year
old student from Newport News,
didn't use drugs until December
1990. when he was under academic pressure during final ex
ams.
A police informant. Tamlr
Noufl. offered Carter cocaine,
telling him that It would help
him si.iv awake. Carter's attorney William Fears said. Carter
first refused, then later testified
thai he trusted Noufl and

brought cocaine for him after
Noufl repeatedly pestered him
about It.
Police paid Noufl about
$2,000 for helping them nab the
nltv members for selling
drugs. He received about $150
for his work with Carter, police
•aid
Carter was the last of the 12
to go to trial for the drug
accusations. His case was the
only one that ended In an

acquittal.

The FAB (Farmvtlle Area Bi
proudly announces special "RedLine" midnight runs Friday and
Saturday evenings. Effective
Immediately. FAB will provide
direct commuter service between
Longwood and Hampden-Sydney
College and visa-versa during
the hours of 11 p.m.-2 a.m.
A brief stop will be made at
Hardees which will enable students to pick-up those late
evening, last minute munchles.
Be smart, don't drink and
drive
Ride "The Bus."

Salary
Concerns

(Continued from page 1)

for those faculty members who
complete their doctorate after
being hired.
A second factor in the salary
that an faculty member receives
is the school In which the individual teaches.
Individuals teaching In the
School of Business and Economics are the highest paid
among faculty members. Those
serving in the School of Education and Human Services have
a higher starting salary when
compared to those In the School
of Liberal Arts and Sciences. On
the other hand, the average
salaries and maximum salaries
that are paid to faculty members
are higher for those serving In
the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences.
Similar to the categories of
professors, there are also two
categories of administrative positions here at Longwood.
Those Individuals serving in
the first tier of administrative
positions, without them the col
lege could not function on a
dally basis, have a starting
salary of $22,000 per year and
an average salary of $44,592 per
year. The most money paid to
administrative personnel Is
$80,549 per year.
Those Individuals serving in
second tier of administrative
positions, which are not imperative to the college's existence on
a dally basis, earn anywhere
from $14,351 per year to
$37,847 per year.
Longwood coaches start out
at $15,000 per year and can
make up to $50,597 per year,
while librarians serving in the
college environment earn
between $26,471 per year and

MONEY
FOR COLLEGE

Every student is eligible for some
type of financial aid regardless
of grades or parental Income.

Financial Aid

Available Immediately!
Special grants program
Every student eligible
No one turned down
Simple application
Send name, address and SI PAH
fee (refundable) to:
Student Services
RESULTS
P. O. Box 22-4026
Hollywood, FL 33022
GUARANTEED.

$44,592 per year.
The public at large might now
conclude that those Individuals
working here at Longwood are
well paid employees, and while
that may be true there are some
pitfalls that the public needs to
be aware of.
For Longwood employees the
last phased salary Increase of
roughly three percent was July
1. 1990. At that time, a two
percent Increase was suggested
and granted to employees on
December 1 of that same year.
However, Individuals hired on
July 1. 1990 received a two
percent cut in pay in December,
a move which affected about 15
employees here at Longwood.
Despite the fact that there
was no salary Increase for the
1991-1992 fiscal year. 13
bonuses were given from a
money pool to outstanding
professors who exhibited great
efforts and achievements here at
Longwood.
Continuing this long without
a salary increase can be quite
hard, yet Mr. Rick Hurley, vicepresident of Business Affairs,
added that there has been "no
lag In productivity," that "the
morale here at the school has
been good" and that Longwood
"Is getting early signals that
there may be a salary Increase
within the next year In the two
to three percent range."

One of the nation's most entertaining dance companies, the
Karen Sherrill Dancers, will
perform at the Miss Longwood
Pageant on Saturday. March 7.
The group has won first place
for three consecutive years In
national dance competition at
The Homecoming Convention of
Dance." They have performed at
the past three Miss Longwood
Pageants.
The dancers will open the
pageant with a number especially created to relate to this
year's International theme,
"Reach Out." Later In the show,
they will perform their national
award winning piece, "Good Vibrations." and an international
medley to Caribbean. Spanish,
and American music.
The dance company Is made
up primarily of North Carolina
college and high school
students. Among them, they
hold or have held 30 pageant
titles. Six of the 11 members
have been dancers for both the
Miss North Carolina and Miss
South Carolina Pageants.
The company consists of
dancers from the Academy of
Dance Arts In Mooresville and
Statesville. N.C. They are under
the direction and choreography
of Karen Brown Sherrill. the
academy's owner. Ms. Sherrill Is
assistant choreographer and a
former dancer for the Miss Vir
glnla and Miss North Carolina
Pageants. She has been Carolina
Dogwood Queen and a dance In
structor at Mitchell College. The
company's assistant director.
Tammy Blankenshlp. Is dance
captain for the Miss North Car
ollna Pageant and the assistant
choreographer for the Miss Mis
slsslppl Pageant.
Other Miss Longwood guest
performers and celebrities will
be announced shortly.
Tickets for the pageant will be
available at the door or may be
purchased In advance at the
Public Affairs Office. Room 269.
East Ruffner. The cost: $5 for
adults: $3 for children under 12.
Ten contestants, chosen from
24 In preliminaries last December, will compete for the Miss
Longwood title. $3,000 In scholarships from Golden Corral
Family Steak House, and the
right to represent Longwood in
the Miss Virginia Pageant in
Jury.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
VJ

A Public Service o* the US0A Forest Service and
m 1 your State Forester

Learn German This
Summer at URI
June 21-July 31,1992
The Twelfth Annual German Summer School of the Atlantic
at the University of Rhode Island in cooperation with the
Goethe Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of communication, and
German life and culture the heart of this six week residency
program on intensive language study.
You can earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate
credits while living in the beautiful surroundings of our
country campus, just minutes away from Rhode Island's
magnificent beaches and historic Newport.
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll
m beginning, intermediate, or advanced German. Take
advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in this
total German language experience.
Contact:
Dr. John Grandin and
Dr. Otto Dornberg, Co-Directors
Dept. of Languages, URI
Kingston, Rl 02881
Or call (401)792-5911
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Spencer Green

Wild Kingdom

By Anthony Rubino, Jr.

PWW:Ug

"Tim was to learned that he could name a horse in nine language*:
to ignorant that he bought a cow to ride on.**—Benjamin Franklin
The Old Person Who I The Dude Who
Sits In The Front
I Knows It All

The American
Princess
OH-MT-OHWD!
How bored am I?!

f I disagree
I'll Ml you
WWilwaas in -j/
Bangladesh,
shortly afar
leaving Sri Lanka,
what I saw there
was QUIT!
shocking. I found
that tfte bourgeois
^
closs is...

Wolfbane
to*.'?'/
N0WvY49*Ok\U"
1f>;e'VlR6ir4lA

The Kid Who's
Never In Class
Mr. Phillips.. Mr. \)
Philips... Has anyone
seen Mr Phillips'Is
he still in this class' If
anyone sees him or
can get in touch with
him pleoie tell him to
spejk with me. ,
Anthony Rubino Jr 1991

£mm(£M33B
^kv
^H I Q. Dear Mr College, i nave a ten ioag< wo<' aue ne«t week and tnere s no
^^L
^H way i il tjeaoie to tnisn more tfan seven cages in time Oh Mr Co'iege .v-at
^^M
srvouidiao"1—Stuc'ea
A. Dear Stupifled; Go ahead and finish the first seven pages of the paper, ending the last page
in mid sentarvee as if there should be a page following it Then hand the paper in as if nothing is
wrcng your professor win assume the last few pages were lost By the time he or she asks you
about rt. you II have had bme to finish the last three pages.
■•Dear Mr College Whenever paste down < cc^s fom-raga;->es '-eg ■•*=■■
w*-«p try and scrape it off it causes chafing Any suggev
A. Dear Ichy; you need to write to 'Ask Mr Co/tag*-' Happens all the time

Need a hand?

. -anos

An IRS trained volunteer can help 7011 with
your lauet. £B££. Juit call 1 800 TAX 1040.

CLASSIFIED

THE Crossword
ACROSS

1 Droop 1
5 Snore blrdt
10 Where Greek
met Greek
14 Sweg
15 Painting style
16 Brenchpert
17 Reciprocally
19 Billy or Pete
20 Norwegian
tee port
21 Depot: abbr
22 "Deuttchland
- Allet
23 Married
25 Watery
■welling
27 Troubled
32 Smell enlmal
35 Seat
36 Safe
38 Finale
39 Gottlp
40 Transported
41 Carpet type
42 Opposite
of haw
43 More lucid
44 Book pert

1

14

52 Stele thow
54 But. abbr.
56 Compensate
61 Aide criminal
62 Creeping
64 Title for
Muaaolini

65 Actor Bruce
66 Valite
67 Suffix for ok)
or young
68 Shabby
69 Urges

2
3
4
5

DOWN
Definitely
not e netty
dretter
First data
One on the
move
Party type
Oklahoman

by Peter G. Snow

' I"
I

6

■ ?3

n

It

■

39

45

53

61
M
67

33

■

17

34

HM

■ 44

■

46
■ 49

bl

■ 36

■

4;

13

?6

■ 37

3'

34

\J

■

" 1 1"

30

11

1"
1"

■?

?0

11

■ lO

i

7

<•

17

■1"
1"
■'

SO

41
■

1

5!

1 ■'»?

J7

IB

il

■ 66

I"
ANSWERS

6 Choose
7 Bleacher
sounds
8 Mountain ridge
9 Hedge
10 Playee banjo

11 Double
12
13
18
24
26
27
28
29
30
31
33

Seine tributary
Ripening agent
More recent
Breed of
cattle
Contume
Yield
Willow or
dogwood
Type of tult
— up (engry)
Ventured
Silly

N 3 ABA Q 3 3 ■ i! i i s
d I d
3 D 1
3 n a
s d n 0 3 i 1 V N ['] 11 3 a V
3 3 M
H N D I'l 1
1 Hl'J "
00
s 3 1 v 1 1 M U 13 3 d 3
3 N
3 0
1 spin 3 N V
9 V HlsUilN d OlflHllH t a
a N M 11 in V AHU 3 H s n
I S S V
3|H|3 Hji 0 g
ml a 3 ntiD
H 3 d m 1 H L'lHMlltltl
3 H ll0lNlV|3 N 0
3 s 0
D I M
0 0 1
1 d V
s V d 0 s|s 0 v!s
[v 0 1

s

I

■ 1

■

\1

$■3

■

u

■ V\

■

■

34 Rlmt

46 White House

55 Goelie't
milieu

37 Take apart
40 Bulwarkt
41 Retort of e
tort
43 Thoroughfares
abbr

name
48 With ditpattion
50 "Tomorrow"
ainger
52 Crazes
53 Adjoin

57 Old-fashioned
one
58 Certain
59 Ireland
60 Recipe ebbr.
63 Guided

SPRING WEEKEND
APRIL 3, 4, & 5!

44 Rigid

HELP WANTED
Twin Lakes State Park Is
presently accepting applications
for Maintenance Rangers. Concession Workers, and lifeguards.
For more information contact
Twin Lakes at (804) 392-3435 or
fill out a State application form
for each position desired and
mail to Twin Lakes State Park,
Rt. 2. Box 70, Green Bay. VA
23942. Applications will be accepted through March 1. 1992.
Interviews will begin the first
week of March.

Ml

63
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45 Builds
47 Commands
49 Macaroni e.g.
51 Hawaliendiah

3

i

Went to go to DAYTONA
BEACH over Spring Break
Cheep? Call Michelle for details!
392-9478

CAMP COUNSELORS: Holiday
Lake 4-H Center is accepting
applications for summer camp
counselors. Must be 19 years old
or older. The following positions
are available: Nurse/EMT, Food
Service Manager, Canoeing.
Horsemanship, Archery. Nature/Aquatic Science. Riflery.
Outdoor/Adventure Program
and Theater Arts. Salary plus
room and board during week.
Weekends off. Applications
deadline March 1. For additional
Information and application
contact Richard Pulllam or John
Meadows at Holiday Lake 4-H
Center. Route 2. Box 630.
Appomattox. VA or call (804)
248-5444. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

PERSONALS
Attention ALL NON GREEK
MALES: TAU KAPPA EPSILON
FRATERNITY Invites you to our
RUSH PARTY on THURSDAY.
FEB 27 from 7 to 8 p.m. in (he
TKE Chapter Room

PERSONALS
Tau Kappa Epsilon will be
having their 4th Annual Safe
Sex Party" on Feb. 29th: and a
limited number of T-shirts are
available from any Teke mem
ber. Get yours before they're
gone!

Megan M. — Look at the
BREEZE!! ZTA love — Claudia V.

To the "P" Club — Nice Buzz!
— Love. C.V.
Marie Walker — Your white
violet sister loves you.
Michele McKnlght — Would
you like that on the rocks? ZTA
love — C.V.
TKE RUSH PARTY! - Feb.
27th. 7 to 8 p.m. TKE Chapter
Room!
Chrlssy Smith — You're an
awesome friend and sister! ZTA
love - C.V.
To all Key West bound ZetfM
— 22 days!! But who's
counting?!
LeaAnne — You did a great
Job with ball, few could have
done as well as you did! Have
fun at KD! - CM

by fluty UJyner-lo
RUB P-certified Rstrologer

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) While
attending a hockey game, a wayward puck willsiiloverthcPlcxiglas
wall and put exit one of your eyes.
Taurus: (Apr, 20-May 20) Watch
cable-access television all week to
find out how you can win a zillion
dollars.
Gemini: (May 21-June21)Nowis
the time to buy the humidifier
you've coveted for so many years.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) When
your pet is outside, ice and snow
will get stuck between the pads of
its paws. This should be removed
with a trowel.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) Ycxir matehas been sleeping with others hehind ycxir hick. Run artxind in
circles clutching your head.
Virgo: (AuK. 23-Sept. 22) While
scuba diving in the Fiji Islands,
rabid dolphins will attack you and
eat you.
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 13) All the
Christmas' presents you gave exit
last year have been returned or

hocked
John F. — Don'l you 'Love to
Hale dancing with the floor!

Scorpio: (Ut. 24 Nov. 21) You'll

find true happiness under an antique chair at a swap meet.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dcc. 21)
Work no longer gives ycxi the s;it
isfaction you crave, so a lifestyle
change is in order. Become a goldfish.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) You
will eat an apple pie and it will be
very delicious.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18) IXiring your daily gnxxning, a Q-tip
will become kxlgcd in your ear,
bursting your tympanic membrane.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Get hick
to nature. Drink yourself into a
mind-numbing stupor, then go
snowmobiling through virgin
countryside.
Ruby Wyner lo will lecture on the
nealmg prxuer (if crystals at the- Community Center this Saturday at 3.30
p.m. She will also demimscrate the
anaent Aztec method of/oreteUinj; the
future. A sacrifuxd audience member
will be asiced to volunteer
©1992 by OIIKHI Features SyndU ■«<

Campus Calendar

Thursday
February 27

Friday
February 28

Saturday
February 29

Intramurals: BADM DBLS
M/W. EB due.
Rotunda Staff Meeting: We
need you - come join us!
6 pm Lancaster B27

Intramurals: Weekend
Weightlifung. EB due.

Play: "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum," 10am & 8pm
Jarman

Civility: Workshop with Dr.
Preston. 10am-5pm Lankford
Intramurals: Weekend
Weightlifung.

LP Movie: Not Without Mv

Gymnastics: Ursinus, 2pm
Lancer Hall.
Dance: E/ibu Munto Afncan
Dance Company. 7pm
Wygal
Play: "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum," 8pm Jarman

Lecture: "Democracy in
South Africa-The Struggle
Continues" by Dumisani
Kumalo. 8pm Gold Room

VowRea I Horoscope

To The Pledges of Zeta Tau
Alpha — You guys are the BEST!
We love you! — The sisters of
ZTA

Wednesday
February 26

Play: "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum," 8pm Jarman

PUNT. PASS. & KICK
COMPETITION
Saturday. February 29. 1992
1:00 p.m. Her Field
Entry Fee: $1.00
Prizes For Each Event!
Total Yards Grand Prize
Awarded I
All Longwood College Students
Welcome.
Show up or contact
Chuck Anderson at 395 3386.

ATTENTION FOOD BINGERS:
If you have been In a cycle of
gorging on food and then
purging cither by vomiting,
laxatives, diuretics, continual
dieting and fasting, or exercise,
you often feel unable to break
this cycle.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED In
Joining a group for students
struggling with this behavior
pattern or would like further Information please call Cyndy at
(395 2409) In the Counseling
Center.

Lancer Productions:
General Meeting. 1:15 pm
Conf. D
SGA: Open Meeting. 6 pm
Conf. I
Play: "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum," 8pm Jarman
Lancer Productions:
Musician Mike Raybum. 9pm
Lancer Cafe

Daughter. 9:00 pm Cafe

Sunday
March 1

Information on events should
be submitted to the Student
Union Office in Lankford by
the Friday preceding ihe
appropriate issue of the
paper.

Monday
March 2

Tuesday
March 3

Intramurals: Spades. F.Bduc

Workshop: Job Search
Skills. lpmCPPC
Intramurals: Wallyball. EB
due
Concert: Roxbury Chamber
Players with Paul Hesselink,
harpsichord, and Thomas
Williams, baritone. 8pm
Wygal Hall

Workshop: Interviewing
Skills. 5pmCPPC
Lecture: Betty Mahmoody,
author of Not Without My
Daughter. 8pm Gold
LP Movie: Not Without Mv
Daughter. 9:00 pm Cafe

SPORTS
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Baseball
Lancers Start
Longwood baseball coach
Buddy Molding and his predom
in.intlv veteran (cam will have a
hard time topping last season,
but the Lancers plan to give It a
try starting Feb. 26 In Florence.
SC.
Longwood. which went 41-8
and advanced to the final four of
the NCAA Division II Champl
onshlp last spring, has been
ranked high In preseason polls.
Next week the Lancers will get a
i hance to prove they deserve the
i.inking. I-ongwood opens with a
single game at Francis Marlon
College In Florence. SC. The
Lancers will spend four addl
tlonal days In South Carolina
(Feb. 26-March 1) before returning home to host SUNYBlnghampton March 6 at 3
o'clock.
As Boldlng considers his
team's prospects he has several
questions to answer. How will
not having a real "home field"
affect the season? How will being
moved to the North Atlantic Region Impact on postseason
chances? And, will several young
players come through to make
up for the loss of four key
seniors from the 1991 squad?
"We're going to have a good
baseball team." he says. "It's going to be Interesting to see how
things piece together. We have
considerable talent. I've Just got
to make sure all the parts go In
the right place."
Wllh construction of a new
"Lancer Field" currently underway, the 1992 edition of Longwood baseball will play Its home
games at Golublc Stadium In
nearby Crewe. and at Prince Edward County High School In
Farmvllle. A home twlnblll
against Wofford will be played at
Halifax County High School In
South Boston. The new field will

be ready for the 1993 season.
Longwood will be competing
with teams from the always
strong Pennsylvania State Ath
letlc Conference for a berth In
the NCAA Division II PLayofTs.
The Lancers will first have to
qualify for the North Atlantic
Regional Tournament to have a
shot at returning to the national
championship.
Boldlng can count on 12 veteran players as he looks ahead
to the start of the season.
Seniors Scott Abell and Chris
Porter and Junior All-Amerlcan
Mike Tucker will lead a group of
hitters which could be the best
ever at Longwood. Last year the
trio accounted for 153 RBI and
29 home runs as the Lancers set
a team mark for homers In a
season with 74. Abell hit .366.
Porter .402 and Tucker .450.
In addition to Abell. Porter
and Tucker, who will play
catcher, right field and shortstop, respectively. Boldlng can
count on third baseman Terry
Taylor, first baseman-DH Todd
Bowman, left field Shawn Jones,
center fielder John Hutzler.
switched from second base,
pitchers Kyle Weaver. Chris
Mulllns and Wayne Weaver, plus
sophomore first baseman Bill
Martz and Billy Reeves.
Abell. Kyle Weaver and Taylor
will serve as trl-captalns for the
year. Last season Taylor hit .329
with 44 RBI and eight homers.
K. Weaver was 9-1 with an e.r.a.
of 4.87. After going 2-0 with a
3.50 e.r.a. In the Division II
Championship last May. K.
Weaver Is the leader of the
pitching staff.
"He's the dean of the staff."
says Boldlng. "Kyle has already
picked up on his responsibilities
as pitching captain."
Mulllns was 5 1 and W.

LC 2nd In
Wrestling
By GREG PROUTY
l,ongwood's wrestling squad
hosted the 1992 NCAA Division
II Southeast Regional tournament Sunday finishing second
among the four teams competing
In Lancer Hall.
Pembroke State (N.C.) Unl
verslty won the regional with
88.25 points, with the Lancers
second at 63.75. Virginia State
University third with 55.25 and
Norfolk State University fourth
at 40 points. PSU will send six
wrestlers on to the Division II
Nationals at Northern Colorado
University In Greeley. Colorado.
March 6 7. while Longwood had
three qualify lor nationals, VSU
also with three, and NSU two
national qualifiers.
Longwood's three national

Weaver 1 -0 and both saw action
In the championship. Bowman
and Martz combined for 16
homers and 56 RBI between
them last season. Martz may
also see increased time on the
mound. He was 3-0 In three appearances with an e.r.a. of 2.21
last season.
Back on the team after a
year's absence Is Junior pitcher
Wyatt Fllppen. a graduate of
Patrick Henry High. A left-hander. Fllppen was 1 -1 with a 2.62
e.r.a. and five appearances In
1990. Boldlng feels that he will
be one of Longwood's top pitchers this season.
A strong group of recruits will
also battle for playing time.
Rookie pitchers Include lefthanders Mark Simon and Bart
Van Zoest. and righthander
John Daniel. Freshman Jeff
Toms, outfielder Brian Bassett.
lnfielder Chris Tyson and catchers Ray Roddy and Ben Flschofi"
have also been Impressive.
Boldlng expects the season's
early lineup will be manned
mostly by veterans. Newcomers
who should start are Toms at
second base and Bassett at designated hitter. The coach says
that Tyson will see time In the
infield or at DH as will Martz
and Reeves.
Longwood will likely field
another offensive powerhouse.
Boldlng feels the key to the season rests with the pitching staff.
"Kyle Weaver and Wyatt Flippen will do the Job for us," said
the coach. The key will be how
much pitching help we get from
Mulllns. van Zoest. Wayne
Weaver. Martz and the others.
Losing Dennis Hale and Matt
Carlisle from last year's staff
leaves a big hole to fill. We 11
have to see If someone steps forward."

ion

qualifiers are seniors Kevin McSherry (150). Ted Proctor (167).
and freshman Ryan Stefanko
(134). Freshman Nate Brown
(118) Is a second alternate to the
nationals.
McSherry took an Injury default victory over PSU's Mark
Brady In the finals after leading
big through two periods. Proctor,
named the regionals outstanding wrestler, pinned PSU's JelT
Cashlon in 2:17 of the finals.
Willie Stefanko lost 9 3 to PSU's
Dan Willis In the finals, he
earned a trip to Colorado as a
wild card entrant. Brown was
pinned by PSU's Duane Wilson
In 2:32 of his title match.
"Kevin and Ted wrestled very
well." commented coach Steve
Nelson, who was named the

tournament's outstanding
coach. This Is the best I've ever
seen Ted wrestle, and Kevin
looked Impressive as well In
dropping down a weight class.
Ryan and Nate both wrestled
hard, solid matches."
Others wrestling for LC Included senior Kevin Haller. third
at 126. freshmen Cory Wlnar;
third at 142. Bryan Hartley;
fourth at 158. David Franklin:
third at 177. Anthony Dickens:
third at 190. and sophomore
Chad Knowles fourth at heavyweight.
Longwood has a triangular
match at Davidson Feb. 29 with
Campbell before Nelson & Co.
Journey west to the rockles for
the Nationals.

Lady Lancers Lose
Finale 71-65
By OREO PROUTY
Longwood's women's basket
ball team closed out Its 1991 92
campaign dropping a 71 65
decision to visiting Wofford
Saturday afternoon In Lancer
Hall
Coach Shirley Duncan's
squad finishes with a record of
8 18. while WolTord Improved to
169.
On Saturday. Longwood fell
behind 4 0 early before rallying
to a 14 8 advantage at the 13:53
mark of the first half on a basket
In close by senior Salene Green
off an assist from sophomore
Cassle Ensley. The Lady Terri
ers. however, climbed back on
top 16-14 with 9:30 remaining
In the stanza. The two teams
played even the rest of the h.ill
wllh the I.ady l-ancers holding .i
35 32 lead at the Intermission
on two free throws by senior
Heather Green.

WolTord led 55-50 with 12:16
remaining In the contest before
Longwood rallied to knot the
■CON at 57-57 on a free throw
by senior Teresa Carter. Sopho
more Ana Litton added two
hoops, Including a three-pointer,
during the run. The Lady
Lanceri extended their lead to
61 57 on a steal and layup by
senior Mandy Evans at the 7:36
mark.
Longwood went cold from the
field at that point and the visl
tors rallied to grab the lead for
good at 62 61 with 4:27 re
m.lining on a three point play by
Betsy Ownbey. Two Litton free
throws had LC within 66-65
with 1:11 left but It was as close
as the Lady lancers could get.
"It was a very disappointing
loss." commented Duncan. "But
when you can't put the ball In
the basket It's tough to win.
That's been the story of our sea

son."
Litton led Longwood with 14
points and six steals. Carter and
S. Green each closed out their
careers with 12 points, with
Carter also grabbing 11 rebounds. WC was led by Brenda
Jackson's game high 18 points
and 15 rebounds.
Litton closes out the year with
a team-leading 14.9 points per
game average. Ensley Is next
with an average of 14.7, and senior Cassle Mullenlx finishes
wllh an average of 10.2 points.
Carter finishes as the team rebounding leader with an average
of 8.0 rebounds per contest,
while S. Green averaged 9.3
points and 6.3 rebounds.
Ensley averaged 5.1 assists
and had 59 steals on the year.
while Litton had a team leading
70 steals. Ensley s 95 career
three-pointers also tops the LC
career list

The Rotunda February 26.1992

McSherry,
Proctor
Named
Co-Players
of the
Week
By GREG PROUTY
Senior wrestlers Kevin Mr
Sherry and Ted Proctor, who
both won NCAA Division II
Southeast Regional Individual
titles Sunday, have been named
Ixmgwood College Co-Players of
the Week for the period Feb. 16Feb. 23. Player of the Week is
chosen by the I.ongwood sports
information office
A First Colonial High product.
McSherry is a two time Virginia
College
Division
State
Champion. He earned his first
trip to the Nationals with a de
fault victory over Pembroke
State's Mark Brady in the finals
of 150 pound weight class ;it the
SE Regionals. hosted by Long
wood In Lancer Hall. McSherry
earlier pinned Norfolk State's
Cory Walton in 1:30. The Divi
sion II Nationals will lake place
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KEVIN McSHERRY

TED PROCTOR

March 6 7 at Northern Colorado
University In Greeley. Colo.
McSherry Is 15-5 1 on the
year. 48-33 2 in his career. He
placed second at the James
Madison Invitational, and third
at the Washington & Lee Invitational, wrestling 158 at both.
Proctor received a first-round
bye into the 167 pound championship, where he pinned PSU's
Jeff Cushion in 2:17. The victory
gives Proctor his second appear
ance In the Nationals, as he
qualified at 150 during the
1988-89 season.
Proctor, named the SE Re

glonal's outstanding wrestler,
now has a 17-6 record on the
year. 79-33-1 for his career. He
ranks second on the all time win
list at Longwood. behind Tim
Fitzgerald s (1982-86). 84-38-1
mark. I*roctor has won four state
titles, and also won a 167 pound
title .it w & L this year. Proctor
prepped at Osboum High
Kevin and Ted wrestled very
well, commented coach Steve
Nelson. This is the best I've ever
seen led wrestle, and Kevin
looked Impressive as well In
dropping down a weigh! class

Longwood Downs
Barton In Home Finale
By CHRIS MULLINS
They went on a 14-5 run. InStaff Reporter
cluding a half ending 8-0 run.
Longwood s men's basketball that was capped in the final secteam moved Its record to 14 11 onds by Malt Watklns' steal and
In last week's home finale 76-72 successful layup. In the run
win against Barton College.
Michael Drultt. eight points, had
The win gave Longwood an back to back layups following
overall series edge of 9 8 over steals, and Charles Brown had a
Barton, which was Atlantic pair of short Jumpshots to help
Christian College prior to a him finish with eleven points
name change two years ago.
and five rebounds at the half.
Longwood's pressure man to The first half was slow and
man along with Charles Brown's physical, allhough only ten fouls
23 points spurred the fourteenth were called.
Lancer win. The Lancers and the
Following the final perforBulldogs played even basketball mance of the year by the Lancer
for the first 13:45 of the first Line, Longwood came out and
half, wllh both teams shooting stepped up the defensive tenacrather sluggish. Although, after ity. Extremely solid defensive
Coach Ron Carr called a timeout play came from Drultt. Chuck
with 6:15 to play in the first half, Ulster, and reserve Keith Crabthe Lancers came out and domi- tree, all of whom combined for
nated the remainder of the half. six steals. The Barton shooting

percentage fell In the second
half, and finished with a 42%
shooting, opposed to Longwood's
58%.
Barton (11-17) was led by se
nlor center Bob Rhodes and se
nlor guard Daniel Coluln. »\u li
of whom had 13 points.
Longwood was fortunate that
their 0-5 shooting from the
three-point line and their 4-11
shooting at the three-point line
did not hurt them as much as It
could have. The Lancers' effort
was extremely solid, and they
came away with their 109th win
at Lancer Hall, against only 40
defeats, for a home winning per
centage of .732. Longwood finished the season with a 7-4
mark. Including the Par-BUs
Tip-off Tournament title.

Schonauer Has Hole
In One In Rock Hill
In an early tune-up for the wood women's squad to a
spring season, Longwood's Ami second place finish out of seven
Schonaur (York. Pa.) fired a teams. Longwood shot 329-322hole-In one on the first day of 651 for second behind Division I
play at the Wlnthrop Invitational Central Florida (320-316-636).
Campbell-Harris shot an 80 Golf Tournament In Rock Hill.
S.C. The tournament, held 80-160 for sixth place in a field
under wet conditions at the of 37 golfers, while Coetzee was
Country Club of Rock Hill Mon- close behind at 82-81-163 to tie
day and Tuesday, featured for ninth. Schonauer was 13th
men's and women's golf teams at 81-84 165. while Anna Rad
ford (Kent. England). 89-79-168.
from several southern schools.
Schonauer's ace. the first of and Sherry Evans (Jonesvllle).
her career and the first by a 86-82 168. were In a four-way
Lady Lancer golfer since the tie for 15th.
Longwood's next action Is
mid 1980s, came on the
number-six hole, a 165-yard March 9-10 at the Peggy Kirk
par-3. The Lady Lancer senior Bell Tournament In Orlando.
Florida.
used a 5-Iron to record the hole
Team Standings: Central
In-one. according to Longwood
Florida 636. Longwood 651;
coach Barbara Smith.
While Schonauer had the ace. Wlnthrop 665. James Madison
It was freshmen Brenda Camp- 682. Campbell 699. Tennessee
bell-Harris (Somerset West. Tech 701. Charleston Southern
South Africa) and Charlalne Co- 751.
Lancer Golfers Have Slow
etzee (Durbanville. Cape Town.
South Africa) who led the Long- 8tart

On the men's side. Longwood
got Its spring season off to a
slow start with an eighth place
finish in a field of Division I
teams. Wlnthrop shot 308-296604 to win the competition. The
Lancers, who had a poor first
day of play, scored a 340-323663.
Competing for Longwood
were:
Jimmy
Ward
(Chestertown. Md). 84-79-163:
Frank Davtde (Monroe. N.Y.). 8183-164: John Hen ton (Vienna).
87-78-165:
Jeff
Smiley
(Palmyra). 88 83 171; and
Shawn Moore (Fredericksburg).
88 89 177.
The Lancers will play next
March 12 when they visit New
port News Apprentice.
Team Standings: Wlnthrop
604. Campbell 606. Tennessee
Tech. 624. Wlnthrop (2) 628.
Central Florida 630. Virginia
Commonwealth 632. Charleston
Southern 639. Longwood 663.

SPECIAL ED., PSYCHOLOGY,
OR RECREATION MAJORS
We have the perfect summer job for you...

CAMP VIRGINIA JAYCEE
A summer camp for the mentally retarded
Blue Ridge, Virginia.

Come to the booth at the Summer Camp Day
March 4,10-3 to apply.

Or Call (703) 947-2972
MAILE SHEERAN, DIRECTOR
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